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Super Lizard Accent Lighting Kits by Küryakyn
Everything you need to light up your bike! We’ve made it easy to mount 
& wire these lights with simple plug-&-play installation. The starter kit 
contains 4 seven color lights, the Maximus kit contains 8 seven color 
lights. Both kits come with various extensions and connectors. 

Accent Light kits 
605101 Super Lizard Maximus kit 
605102 Super Lizard starter kit 

Components & Accessories
605103 Double male light connector 
605104 Double female light connector 
605105 3” extension wire 
605108 12” extension wire 

605102

605101

Chameleonz by Radiantz
Why have just one color of LED accent lights on your motorcycle?

Now you can choose many colors:
Red, Green, Blue, Purple, White, Teal, or Amber. If you want to have all 
colors on with a push of a button you can have colors auto rotate. With 
this feature the LEDs slowly fade from one color to the next! Love green 
lights but they are not legal in your state? No problem, just hit the but-
ton on the Chamelonz Controlz to change to another color for your 
ride. After you stop and park your bike in front of your favorite hang 
out, change the lights back to green with the Chameleonz Controlz. Our 
LEVER NUTS can connect 1-15 wires together; so you can connect up to 
15 Chameleonz pods with no soldering and no special tools. Need to add 
a new pod? No problem, just lift the lever, insert the new wire, and click. 
New Pods can be added in less than 5 minutes. Each Chameleonz pod 
comes pre-taped with 3M double sided tape and 72” of wire with a black 
shrink tube for a truly simple but custom installation. Sold each
609661 Chameleonz Starter kit: 4 - 7 Color, Changing Chameleonz Pods, 

Chameleonz Controlz Remote, Control, 2 Individual Key Fobs and 
Installation Kit

609662 Chameleonz Super kit: 8 - 7 Color Changing Chameleonz Pods, 
Chameleonz Controlz Remote Control, 2 Individual Key Fobs and 
Installation Kit

Küryakyn Lighted Fairing Trim for Road Glide 
Models
What do a supermodel & a Road Glide fairing have in common? They 
both look terrific when their soft contours are highlighted! OK, a hot 
bikini will probably get more looks, but this new Fairing Trim does make 
the most out of the sleek lines of this bike. This curvaceous chrome mold-
ing installs easily with high-strength peel-&-stick adhesive, & the integrat-
ed L.E.D. supplemental run/turn lights simply plug into existing wiring.
605203 Lighted fairing trim for all 98-13 Road Glides


